
I
ndustrial Automation is the

life-force of all kinds of man-

ufacturing setups. To put it

across in simple words: “It

helps the manufacturers devel-

op better machines” —

machines that are functionally

innovative to deliver exceptional

benefits to their customers in

myriad aspects such as quality,

productivity, efficiency, accura-

cy, safety , energy saving, dura-

bility, and above all the tasks

which are beyond human capa-

bilities, to name just a few. All

these benefits get directly trans-

lated to gaining ground in

today’s competitive markets. 

Just to give an example,

automation can help improve

quality by reducing dependence

upon labour for monotonous and

hazardous jobs. For example,

human inspection of liquid level

in medicine vials on a high

speed line can lead to a very

high amount of non-confor-

mance products since this

inspection is a test of human skill

and attention span. Replacing

this by automated inspection

can improve the conformity of

the product produced as well as

speed up the line, thus improv-

ing the productivity of the manu-

facturing plant. 

Being an essential and intrin-

sic element to all manufacturing

processes, its utility encapsu-

lates the entire production chain

— from concept development to

product development to manu-

facturing, systems, delivery and

after-sales service support. 

Expansive portfolio
The portfolio is also expansive. It

ranges from technologically

advanced products to applica-

tion expertise. For example,

components to integrated solu-

tions such as automation sys-

tems, sensing and safety, motion

and drives, and software, to

name just a few. Industry has

further refined the offerings into

categories like Lean, Stream and

X-Stream automation based on

the flexibility of the solutions

and number of machine inter-

faces being catered to. 

Industries where productivity,

quality and safety are more

important are usually the ones

that have adopted modern

automation technology earlier

than others. Automotive, food

and beverage, FMCG, pharma-

ceuticals, packaging and panel

building are some of the notable

sectors where one can see signif-

icant usage of industrial

automation. 

Owing to the advancement of

technology, ever dynamic needs

of complex automation and

increasing awareness, many

more manufacturing industries

have started strengthening their

focus on automation for their

businesses. Process automation

is primarily driven by large

industries, so due to a slow down

there is a lag in the market right

now. On the other hand is the

factory automation market. This

market is growing and is expect-

ed to grow at much more rapid

pace fuelled by many factors

such as population growth, ris-

ing consumption amongst mid-

dle class, growth in rural

demand, increased financial

inclusion, etc. With rapid urban-

isation and the customer becom-

ing more quality conscious the

need for automation is now

becoming a necessity. 

Last decade has witnessed

double digit growth of automa-

tion business mainly driven by

the need of manufacturers to

produce better quality products

sustainably and efficiently while

keeping a check on the costs.

However, I feel there is much

more which, if explored further,

will not only bring benefits to the

manufacturer but also will con-

tribute significantly towards the

growth of the nation by enacting

synergistically with the manu-

facturing output in the country. 

For example, the intangible

benefits such as safety, reliabili-

ty, reduction in ‘go to market’,

agility, long-term sustainability

and flexibility to meet varied

customer requirements and the

overall enhanced brand value.

Some of the sectors have indeed

realised it and so we can see a

rise in the demand of new tech-

nologies and applications. 

Future challenges 
Of late, India has seen advent of

many global OEMs, (especially

in the field of automotive manu-

facturing) expanding their foot-

prints in the country. It is posing

significant challenges for the

domestic OEMs such as quality,

timely supply, and the necessity

to adopt complex production

processes such as zero error pro-

duction, zero downtime, univer-

sal automation, remote opera-

tions, etc. This indicates poten-

tial areas where automation can

be of immense help by providing

conceptual solutions based on

an ambitious mix of individual

automation components and the

architecture, interplay and com-

munication possibilities of the

whole system. Trends such as

robotics, digital factories, easy

operation and visualisation of

production systems via standard

web browsers and remote main-

tenance via the internet also fea-

ture prominently in the list of

futuristic requirements. 

To sum up, the challenge is not

the availability of automation

solutions; it is the implementa-

tion of solutions. Being in the

domain for almost two decades

now, OMRON has the benefits

of a single source integrated

solution with automation sys-

tems that can meet these chal-

lenges.
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The last decade

witnessed 

double digit growth

of automation

business.
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